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KORTFILMSKLUBBEN ENGELSKA 
 

Pocket money 
 
Before watching 
 

With a friend, read the vocabulary list forwards and backwards. Also, read 
through the discussion points below. Before watching this film, it is good to 
switch on the subtitles in English and to know that Long Bail Jail is a prison in 
Sydney.  

 
After watching, discuss (in pairs or groups of three) 
 

1. In the beginning of the film, where have the boys just been, and where are 
they going? What makes you think so? 

2. Why do you is the bag is so important? What does it contain? Why did the 
young man out it there? 

3. Why is Charlie so scared when the mom brings out the food pack from his 
bag? 

4. Why do you think Charlie does not tell his parents? 
5. Why do you think the film is called “Pocket money”? 
6. If you were Charlie or his friend, what would you have done? Why? 
7. If you had to construct a new prison, what factors would you have to think 

of? What would your prison be like, once it was built? List 5-10 factors and 
compare your list with those of another group. 

8. The opening lines of the film are: ”How was school today ”? ”Don’t even ask 
about the school”. This is not a typically “correct” use of the article “the”. 
Look up the grammar rules of countable/uncountable nouns in a grammar 
book or online. Then, make a small test for your classmates on this topic. 

9. What benefits for society at large could there be with keeping really “nice” 
jails? After you discuss this, have a look at some of the jails listed here: 
http://www.therichest.com/rich-list/12-of-the-cushiest-prisons-in-the-
world/ 

 

Possible project 

Learn more about Long Bay Jail, containing notorious criminals for 107 years 
and described as “Australia’s hardest prison”. 

• “A look inside long Bay Jail” by the morning show: (7 minutes): 
https://au.tv.yahoo.com/the-morning-show/video/watch/34651657/a-
look-inside-long-bay-jail/#page1 

• What about crime in Sweden? In pairs or small groups, pick one category of 
crime in Sweden on the list. Read up on it and then put together a short 
presentation in English.  
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Vocabulary 
 
feisty full av glöd, en kämpe 

virgin  oskuld 

remote fjärrkontroll 

reveal avslöja 

immediately omedelbart 

to get jumped on att bli överfallen 

 
 


